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erberos is a cryptographic authentication and
key distribution system developed by MIT
Project Athena with the goal that a single
login provide access to many different computing
services. Kerberos is distributed as a component of
most major operating systems, including Microsoft
Windows, Apple OS/X and IOS, IBM z/OS, and many
versions of Unix. It is also thoroughly documented
both in professional papers and in tutorials. However,
most descriptions (a typical example is the article in
Wikipedia1) begin the history of Kerberos by saying it
is based on a protocol designed by Roger Needham
and Michael Schroeder in 1978. It is not so well known
that the Needham & Schroeder protocol is itself based
on a 1967 invention by Howard Rosenblum of the
United States National Security Agency (NSA) that for
many years was classiﬁed.

THE KEY DISTRIBUTION PROBLEM
For encrypted communication to be useful, the recipient of a message must be in possession of the decryption key that corresponds to the encryption key used
by the sender. In addition, potential adversaries must
not be able to get a copy of the decryption key. Thus,
cryptographic communication requires advance planning to choose encryption and decryption keys and to
distribute those keys to the sender and receiver using
a secure communication method. The remainder of
this discussion assumes use of symmetric encryption,
which means that the encryption and decryption keys
are either identical or derivable one from the other, so
the secure communication of the keys must assure
both conﬁdentiality and integrity.2
When in the 1960s the NSA developed a secure
telephone system these requirements presented a
problem: since anyone with a phone capable of
encryption might place a call to any other such phone,
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it seemed that there had to be an advance arrangement to share a unique encryption key between every
potential pair of telephones. For this reason, in the initial implementation, each phone stored a list of
encryption keys, one for every other phone it might
call or that might call it. Setting up and maintaining
these lists presented a scaling problem. Creating a
network of a half-dozen secure telephones might be
feasible but to deploy thousands for use throughout
the Defense Department would be a major challenge,
especially since an element of cryptographic security
doctrine is that encryption keys should be used only
brieﬂy, then changed, to reduce the amount of material encrypted under a single key that could be used
for cryptanalysis or that would be exposed if the key
were compromised.
For a second generation secure telephone system,
Howard Rosenblum in 1967 proposed and patented a
key distribution system that he called Bellﬁeld.3, 4 The
idea was that each phone would maintain just one
encryption key, unique to that phone, and shared only
with a key distribution center (KDC). To place a call
from phone A to phone B, the ﬁrst step would be for
phone A to send an encrypted message to the KDC
indicating an intent to hold an encrypted conversation
with phone B. The KDC would fabricate a new encryption key, known as a “session key” and send two copies of that session key back to A, one encrypted under
the key that it shares with A and the second encrypted
under the key it shares with B. Phone A then forwards
B’s encrypted session key as part of the call setup.
Once this ﬂurry of messages has been delivered, A
and B both possess copies of a session key for this
conversation. In addition to allowing A and B to communicate securely without a speciﬁc prior arrangement between them, a feature of this technique is
that every new telephone conversation could be
encrypted with its own unique session key, thus helping satisfy the cryptographic security doctrine to minimize use of any one key.
The early 1970s saw growing interest in both computer security and computer communication networks. In addition to the NSA,5 several groups working
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in industry and academic environments were thinking
about how to apply encryption to protect data transmitted between computers. A secure peer-to-peer
computer network has a requirement similar to that of
a secure telephone network: arranging to share secret
encryption keys between a large number of endpoints
that may pair unpredictably. Key distribution was an
unsolved problem.6
While consulting for the Department of Defense in
the early 1970s, I learned of Bellﬁeld and realized that
this technique, though invented for securing telephones, could be equally applicable to securing computer network communication. But there was a
roadblock: The Bellﬁeld technique was classiﬁed
Conﬁdential and descriptions of it were protected as
Sensitive Compartmented Information.

DECLASSIFICATION
Apparently, some folks within NSA also were of the
opinion that the technique could be useful in the context of computer communications networks. In 1973, a
colleague in the Defense Department alerted me to a
newly published paper by NSA staff member Dennis
Branstad in the unclassiﬁed proceedings of a conference on computer networks held by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics.7 Branstad’s paper
appeared in an unusual venue and most of its content
consists of high-level generalities about computer network organization. Although the paper frequently mentions security, identiﬁcation, authentication, and
authorization, the word “encryption” appears just once;
the paper instead talks about “keys” for “locking devices” and “unlocking devices” at the communicating endpoints. Then, without mentioning the project name, the
origin of the idea, nor its applicability to secure telephone systems, it describes the essence of the Bellﬁeld
technique: each potential communicant would share a
key with a central agency and the agency would, on
request from one party to communicate with another
and after checking authorization against an access control list, distribute a session key to the two parties.
Since Branstad had revealed the basic technique
of Bellﬁeld, I showed his paper to Roger Needham and
Mike Schroeder. When Needham visited the Xerox
Palo Alto Research Center in the summer of 1977, he
and Schroeder designed a complete computer network protocol for authentication using a KDC. Their
protocol combined the technique described by Branstad with a method described by Horst Feistel8 about
using random bit strings, which Needham dubbed
“nonces,” to assure integrity (that an opponent has
not modiﬁed a protocol message while it is in transit)
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and freshness (an opponent has not recorded a previous protocol message and is replaying it).9 Unaware of
the classiﬁed origin of Branstad’s technique, they distributed their paper in September 1978 as a technical
report and three months later published it in the
Communications of the ACM.10

THE PATH TO KERBEROS
The next step was in 1985, when David Clark at MIT
supervised two Bachelor of Science theses, by Eric
Jaeger and Cliff Neuman, to design a practical key distribution system based on the Needham & Schroeder
protocol. Jaeger’s thesis added a ticket-granting service to implement Branstad’s proposal that the
KDC could also perform authorization.11 Neuman’s
thesis added discretionary access control and
accounting and included implementation of a prototype server.12
Upon completing his thesis, Neuman then went on
to work with Steve Miller at MIT Project Athena to
design and implement the Kerberos authentication
system. The protocol they designed includes more efﬁcient protection against attacks and allows relaying of
credentials among multiple KDCs operated by independent administrative authorities.13 They completed
the initial implementation of Kerberos, parts of which
were based on code from Neuman’s thesis, in the fall
of 1986 and the authentication system went into production use at Project Athena in January 1987.
In the 34 years since then, cryptography specialists
have subjected both the Needham and Schroeder protocol and Kerberos to extensive examination and, to
no one’s surprise, they have identiﬁed several vulnerabilities. In turn, Kerberos has gone through revisions
to incorporate techniques to counter these vulnerabilities. But that development is a different story that is
deeply technical and well-documented elsewhere.14
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